What are the skills that represent expert-level laparoscopic suturing? A Delphi Study.
As the field of laparoscopic surgery grows, the need for a valid assessment of laparoscopic surgical skills becomes apparent. The objective of this study was to identify laparoscopic suturing skills reflective of performing at an expert level. A Delphi Study was conducted with expert laparoscopic surgeons. Tasks were considered to meet criteria for consensus after 80% of survey participants answered "strongly agree." Results of the previous round of surveys were shared with participants at the start of the next round. The predefined endpoint for the Delphi was set as maximum of three rounds, reaching 80% consensus on each skill, or if > 50% of initial respondents fail to return for subsequent surveys. After three rounds of surveys completed by 13 advanced laparoscopic surgeons, 8 observed skills met consensus (> 80% selected "strongly agree"): forehand suturing, continuous suturing, avoiding tissue trauma, achieving a technically acceptable final product (tight closure), tying a secure knot at the end of suturing, maintaining/checking for appropriate tightness of running suture, accurate depth perception, and loading the needle in < 3 attempts. Skills that approached consensus (with > 50% ranking them as "strongly agree") included correct penetration of target tissue, ability to create a surgeon's knot, awareness of needle tip position, confined space suturing, following the curve of the needle, smooth movements of instruments, loading the needle correctly, adjusting for tissue thickness, and bimanual dexterity. Using Delphi methodology, we identified the skills that are representative of expert laparoscopic suturing. This information can be used to create an assessment tool for this domain. Validation of such a tool will help advance the surgical field towards true competency-based assessment of expertise.